Corporate Health Dynamics
Street Therapy Body Clock
The Spiritual Realm of
Time and Space
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Commonality
Every living thing on the planet has an internal body clock – the CHD Moral Compass and
Performance Scale – that performs, trillions of times a day, as multiples of three played out in
perfect harmonic rhythm during The Game – CHD Street Therapy – in God’s name. When our
minds are aligned with our spiritual design (above), we restore our spiritual selves to wholeness,
as a product of two and a third power of one, with God, just like the day we were born.
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Our Body Clock
A Constant State of Evolution
Spirituality
The divine intelligence that exists in all living things that magnificently and synergistically maintains
balance, order and oneness within the entire equation of life – the CHD Street Therapy game plan.
Consecutivity
The state of enjoying an everyday measure of un-adult-erated pleasure playing CHD Street Therapy
in God’s name while striving to get others to do the same, and it all revolves around the power of God.
Commonality
The effect of a cause, initiated by God, as the ultimate expression of human performance (PLAY)
representing the most common denominator of all living things referred to as the CHD model.
Synchronicity
The CHD model is a representation of the human body and its dynamics consisting of two major
components, a department head and a corporate body, with numerous subcomponents all playing
harmoniously together towards a mutual evolution in spiritual health, healing and prosperity.
Multiples of Three (3)
The internal body clock of all living things is a function of “multiples of three,” which is
characterized and operationalized by the statistical geometric positioning of the earth (1) in
relation to the sun (2), which cast a shadow on earth as time (3). Multiples of three represents
God’s signature design expressed as “opposites of equal proportions of power that bilaterally
manifest a third power of one with God” (e.g., man, woman, and baby makes 3).
All human beings come into the world as multiples of three, representing a perfect correlation with
our higher spiritual selves – one with God. Set at its true north position, the three pronged arrow
indicators at the center of our body clock is triangle-based representing an equal distribution of
spiritual values that is always set to zero. Zero is an infinite-dimensional analog of a triangle and the
glorious perfection of our divine creator, God Almighty, housed within the CHD model.
We are all one with God as long as we maintain the integrity of our body clock’s true north setting.
For example, the day we were born, our body clock was set at its true north position indicating the
values: 36 = 24 + 12 > 3 = 0, consecutively representing a third power of one with God. This finding
verifies that every living thing is a multiple of 3 that perfectly equates to a zero setting to infinity as
our body clock’s most vital statistic, and it is characterized by how CHD Street Therapy is played out.
Anytime we do anything to devalue the sanctity of our spiritual domain, even by a value of 1 times
the reciprocal distance between Spirituality and Consecutivity, we lose our spiritual acuity with God
and require a therapeutic intervention to restore our spiritual selves to wholeness. CHD Street
Therapy is The Game that serves as this intervention, which also serves as a PLAY Revolution for
advancing the evolution of human potential in every aspect of our lives – enjoy The Game! God.
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